+7 (495) 787-8770
request@worldwidegost.com

Get an insight in our advisory activity

See what we can do for your business

Our expertize in certification
consulting

Projects that we have accomplished

Certification problems our clients
face

We want to hear from you

WorldWideGost is a Russian company that
provides support in obtaining certificates and
approval documents needed for customs
clearance and distribution in the Russian
Federation and the Customs Union countries.
A wide range of partner certification authorities and
vast experience allow us to render high-quality
consulting services in the certification field.

1300
projects

400

customers

37
countries

18

types of
certificates

6

years of
experience

-

Since we have executed more than 1300
projects, you should have no doubt our
expertise would be sufficient for your
situation

-

We offer a wide range of services in the
certification field: from support in
obtaining approval documents to
consulting in department restructuring

-

Thanks to 6-year practice we are
aware of all the pitfalls in the
certification process and we can
help you reach a time-effective
processing scheme

-

Our services base on cooperation with
only trusted authorities and
laboratories, which have a state
registration

We are ready to deal with your
certification challenges, including:

Irrelevant certificates

Ineffective product standartization

Excessive certificates

Communication diorder between
manufacturing and certification
departments

Time losses while
penetrating the market

Unnecessary business processes
in the department
Lack of control over fulfilling
standartization requirements
Lack of control over legislation
changes

Decline in sales and
profit losses
Narrow product range
distributed on the territory of
Russia and Customs Union
due to lack of certificates

Specialty of WWG is
finding perfect in
product quality
confirmation for
companies worldwide
from different
industries

Creation
Audit
Optimization

Support

In case your company needs a certification department, we will be
glad to help you build a new effective team and structure its
paperwork
If you are not sure whether your certification team realizes all its
potential, we will verify that in detail and deliver you a
comprehensive summary
To help you achieve high efficiency and proper documents support,
we will make sure all the business processing is conducted
smoothly and flawlessly
If there is no need for a deep restructuring of the department, we
can provide advisory service on specific issues

1. General information
Country

The Netherlands

Manufacturer

Manufacturer in the United
States and Hungary

Product

Rotor flowmeters for gases
and liquids

3. Services provided
Certificates and declarations of conformity to TR CU
Industrial safety expertise
PAC for measuring equipment
Certificate of first check
Elaboration of passports and manuals,
Translations
Organization of a production site audit with two
experts

2. Project numbers

1

Client’s
specialist in
project

15

Documents
issued in
total

54
Manhours

7

Third-party
employees
involved

4

WWG
personnel
involved

4. Results
WWG is client’s exclusive supplier of certification
services for the Russian Federation, the Customs
Union and CIS countries
Company is consulted when necessary.
All copies of the documents are stored at the
WWG HQ.
Certification expenses reduced by 30%.

1. General information
Country
Manufacturer
Product

the United Arab
Emirates
Subsidiary in Russia, 8 production
sites
(China, India, Taiwan, Poland, the USA)

Protective suits

3. Services provided
Certificates and Declarations of
Conformity to TR CU
Elaboration of passports and manuals
Translations

2. Project numbers

4

Client’s
specialists in
project

13

Documents
issued in
total

76

6

Third-party
employees
involved

Manhours

3

WWG
personnel
involved

4. Results

The Manufacturer gets documents with a 5-year
validity and no longer has to certify every single
delivery.
Accumulated all of the data and managed to find
the best solution concerning the big number of
offices in Russia and disrupted communication
between the employees
Certification expenses reduced by 35%
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